The aqueous metamaterials absorber has the advantages of better toughness and so on, it has great prospect at practical application. The tunable aqueous metamaterials absorber was designed based on temperature, dissolved solids concentration, quality and shape in this paper for its better practical application. Its absorption property and mechanism was studied using Microwave studio CST. The results showed that the absorption frequency gradually shifted to higher frequency with the increasing of temperature; the absorption rate gradually increased with the increasing of dissolved solids concentration; the aqueous metamaterials absorber based on water and sea had absorption peaks, but the absorption peak disappeared at the case of distilled water; the absorption frequency shifted to higher frequency with the decreasing of dimensions. The research results laid foundation for the practical achievement and better application of intelligent tunable aqueous metamaterials absorber. *
INTRODUCTION
Metamaterials was a new type of artificial composites, it has extraordinary physical properties which natural material do not have, such as negative refraction, perfect lenses, electromagnetic stealth, electromagnetic wave perfect absorption, perfect transmission and so on. The absorber based on metamaterials generally was composited of periodic absorption unit array, the unit generally was sandwich structure--the top metal pattern, middle substrate and the underlying metal plate [1] . Metamaterials absorber can produce perfect absorption of electromagnetic waves, so it has important applications on the absorption of harmful electromagnetic waves, plasma sensors, photon detection, thermal radiation imaging and other fields [2, 3] . The study of metamaterials absorber has been given widespread concern.
Landy firstly putted forward the metamaterials absorber composed of single ring resonator and short wire in 2008, the resonant metallic structure made the local field in metamaterials absorber dramatically enhanced, the dielectric will have Finance Department, 572022,Sanya University, Sanya, Hainan, China *Supported By: Hainan Natural Science Foundation of China (20165200) Corresponding author: wlswls1982@126.com strong loss absorption of electromagnetic wave at the case of impedance matching [4] . Since then, the design of metamaterials absorber extended from microwave band [5, 6] to terahertz [7, 8] , infrared [9, 10] and optical band [11, 12] , the absorption property expand from single absorption band to dual-band [13, 14] , tri-band [15, 16] , wideband [17, 18] and tunable absorption [19] . Young J.Y. et al proposed the metamaterials absorber based on water droplets in 2015 [20] , it has more advantage at practical application due to its better toughness, But its absorption frequency was stationary, this was difficult to meet the requirements of complex electromagnetic environment. Based on the findings of Young J.Y. et al, the intelligent tunable aqueous metamaterials absorber was designed in this paper. The results laid foundation for the practical achievement and application of intelligent tunable aqueous metamaterials absorber.
THE DESIGNED MODEL
According to the model of metamaterials absorber based on water droplets proposed by Young J.Y. et al [20] , the structure unit of intelligent tunable aqueous metamaterials absorber designed in this paper was shown in Fig1, the perspective view was shown in Fig1(a), the side view was shown in Fig1(b), the front view was shown in Fig1 (c). The structure unit was composed of three layer medium, the first layer was hemispherical-shape water droplets with the permittivity of 78 and the conductivity of 1.59S/m, the related size was H = 2mm, R = 4.47mm; the secondlayer was glass with the permittivity of 4.82, its thickness was 0.5mm, the related size was a = b = 6mm; the third layer was copper plate with the conductivity of 5.96×10^7S/ m., its thickness was 0.1mm. The structure unit was designed and simulated using commercial threedimensional electromagnetic simulation software--Microwave studio CST. The waveguide port excitation was used at simulation process, the x and y direction was set as periodic boundary condition, the x-direction was set as perfect magnetic boundary ( PMC), the y direction was set as perfect electrical boundary (PEC),the z direction was set as incident excitation port. The electromagnetic parameters of structure unit was calculated using time domain electromagnetic solver.
THE RESULTS

Absorption Property and Mechanism
The S-parameters (S11, S21) associated with frequency was calculated using time domain solver of Microwave Studio CST. The absorption rate can be calculated using the formula 2 In order to analysis the generation mechanism of absorption peaks, the surface current density and current distribution at 9.66GHz and 7.213GHz were monitored, the results was shown in Fig3, Fig4, Fig 5 and Fig6. it can be seen that the electric dipole response produced at the water droplets layer at the driven of electric field of incident electromagnetic wave, the excited charge resonated along the horizontal direction. The magnetic field of incident electromagnetic wave penetrated the water layer, the magnetic resonance produced along the horizontal direction at the glass layer, the reverse current was excited at the copper plate. It can achieve impedance matching with the free space when the effective permeability ) (  excited by electrical resonance and the effective permittivity ) (  excited by magnetic response was closed, then the perfect absorption of incident electromagnetic wave was achieved. 
The Tunable Aqueous Metamaterials Absorber Based on Temperature
According to the finding of Andrei Andryieuski et al [21] , the permeability ) (  of water has a great relationship with its temperature, the relationship can be described by Debye equation as shown in formula(1). (1) can be expressed by formula (2) , (3) and (4). According to the Debye equation of water, the absorption rate of aqueous metamaterials absorber under different temperature was calculated, the result was shown in Fig8. It can be seen from Fig.8 that the absorption peaks gradually shifted to higher frequency with the rising of temperature, the adjusted rate was 11MHz/℃. The main reason was that the electric dipole resonance frequency eff e L c   2 /  [22] where c was the speed of light in vacuum, L was the equivalent length of water droplets, eff  was the effective permeability of water, the permeability of water gradually reduced with the increasing of temperature, the resonant frequency gradually shifted to higher frequency. Figure 8 . the absorption rate curve of structure unit under different temperatures.
The Tunable Aqueous Metamaterials Absorber Based on Dissolved Solids Concentration
The conductivity of water was proportional to its dissolved solids concentration. The relationship between water conductivity and dissolved solids concentration can be expressed as1.4us/cm = 1ppm (permillion CaCO3). The resonant strength of metamaterials absorber has a great relationship with the conductivity of water droplets, the calculated absorption rate at different dissolved solids concentration was shown in Fig 9. It can be seen from Fig 9 that the absorption rate at 7.213GHz and 9.66GHz became higher with the increasing of dissolved solids concentration, the adjusted rate was 2% /10000ppm. 
The Tunable Aqueous Metamaterials Absorber Based on Water Quality
There are four kinds of water model in Microwave studio CST, respectively water, water (Debye model), distilled water and sea, the physical parameters of water, distilled water and sea was shown in table1. The calculated absorption rate under different water quality was shown in Fig10. It can be seen from Fig10 that two absorption peaks appeared at the case of sea and water, the absorption frequency at the case of sea was higher than the case of water; the absorption peaks disappeared at the case of distilled water. The main reason was that the larger conductivity of sea and water compared to the distilled water made the structure unit to produce electric dipole resonance, thereby they can achieve perfect absorption of electromagnetic waves; the permeability of sea was smaller than the water, the resonant frequency shifted to higher frequency according to the resonant frequency formula Figure 10 . the absorption rate at the case of water, distilled water and sea.
The Tunable Aqueous Metamaterials Absorber Based on Shape
The shape of aqueous metamaterials absorber may be irregular at practical applications due to various reasons, we studied the absorption property of four kinds of shape. The front view of structure unit at the four cases was shown in 
SUMMARY
The aqueous metamaterials absorber had great prospects at practical application due to its better toughness. According to the research results of Young J.Y. et al, the tunable aqueous metamaterials absorber based on temperature, dissolved solids concentration, water quality and shape was designed in this paper. The result showed that two absorption peaks appeared at 9.66GHz and 7.213GHz with the absorption rate of 99.2% and 98%, the cause was the produced electric dipole resonance; the absorption frequency shifted to higher frequency with the increasing of temperature, the adjustment rate of temperature was 11MHz/℃; the absorption rate increased with the increasing of dissolved solids concentration, the adjustment rate was 2%/10000ppm; the aqueous metamaterials absorber based on sea and water can produce absorption peak, but the absorption peak disappeared at the case of distilled water; the absorption frequency gradually shifted to lower frequency with the increasing of size. The result laid the foundation for the practical achievement of intelligent tunable aqueous metamaterials absorber.
